
Fulfill SLAs better with comprehensive endpoint management

Streamline your clients' endpoint management and prioritize meeting your SLAs effortlessly. 

Choose an endpoint management tool that supports diverse environments and a wide range of 

devices.

Presenting Endpoint Central MSP: Your key to MSP excellence

Effortlessly manage diverse client endpoints—including desktops, mobile devices, servers, and 

POS systems—through a single interface with Endpoint Central MSP. The lightweight agent 

operates on any OS, enabling simple onboarding and complex operation management on 

endpoints. Benefit from extensive documentation, dedicated support, and a vibrant community 

forum for learning and collaboration.

Endpoint Central MSP:
For your clients' 
advanced endpoint 
management needs

Transform your MSP business with an 
innovative endpoint management tool 
designed to simplify your operations.
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Benefits

Streamlined 
endpoint 

management

Enhanced 
security

Automation 
and efficiency

Scalability 
and growth

Cost savings

Available On-premise and On-cloud



Jurgen Barbieur,
senior consultant, Auxility

Give your clients' endpoints a boost 
with Endpoint Central MSP today.

Schedule a personalized demo 
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Pricing

Enterprise Edition pricing starts at

 $1,195/year for 50 devices.

Free for up to 25 DevicesEndpoint Central MSP (formerly known 

as Desktop Central MSP) is a very 

stable product and works well for 

MSPs. For a service provider using this 

solution, onboarding and setting up 

client networks and endpoints 

becomes very easy

Key Features

Simplify your endpoint management process by 

using a single dashboard for managing macOS, 

Linux, Windows, tvOS, ChromeOS, Android, and 

iOS devices. Say goodbye to tedious tab switching! 

Automate routine tasks for increased productivity, 

allowing your technicians to spend more time 

providing top-notch support for your clients.

Simplify endpoint management and maintain 

compliance by managing both corporate devices 

and BYODs from a single console. Containerize 

corporate data to separate it from personal data on 

mobile devices and ensure security. Enroll 

endpoints with ease—whether in bulk, over the air, 

or with just a tap—to optimize their management.

Onboard and manage multi-OS 
endpoints

BYOD policy? No problem

Maximize the success of patch deployment to client 

endpoints by first testing the patches for any potential 

bugs in a dedicated environment. Streamline the 

process with automated routine deployment and the 

option to reject any unnecessary patches. 

Detect, test, deploy, and decline 
patches

Unify your endpoint management experience by 

integrating Endpoint Central MSP with ServiceDesk 

Plus MSP. After the integration, end users can 

directly raise help desk requests as tickets sent to 

your technicians through a mini self-service portal, 

enabling faster resolution.  

Integrate with help desk software

Effortlessly monitor the real-time updates of your 

clients' asset changes and automatically apply 

policies to newly detected endpoints. Detect any 

jailbroken endpoints and easily erase corporate 

data from them or factory reset them through your 

console as needed.

Manage assets better

Eliminate the need for third-party remote access 

tools by directly using the advanced remote control 

tools within Endpoint Central's console. After 

receiving a client's consent, connect to their 

endpoint to troubleshoot and resolve issues.

Troubleshoot remotely with ease

https://www.manageengine.com/desktop-management-msp/request-demo.html?utm_source=datasheet

